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Recap: Client-Server vs. Distributed VCS

For distributed version control systems like Git, a “remote repository” (e.g. 
an online Git repo at GitHub or Bitbucket) promotes further dissemination 
and collaboration.







GitHub & Bitbucket
o Github and Bitbucket are two popular hosting services for Git 

repositories. These services allow you to share your projects and 
collaborate with others using both ‘public’ and ‘private’ repositories.

github.com bitbucket.org



https://techcrunch.com/2018/06/04/microsoft-has-acquired-github-for-7-5b-in-microsoft-stock/

https://techcrunch.com/2018/06/04/microsoft-has-acquired-github-for-7-5b-in-microsoft-stock/


What is the big deal?

o At the simplest level, Github and Bitbucket offer backup of your 
projects’ history and a centralized mechanism for sharing with others 
by putting your Git repository online.
§ Github, in particular, if often referred to as the “A nerd’s Facebook and 

LinkedIn combined” 

o At their core, both services offer a new paradigm for open 
collaborative project development, particular for software.
§ In essence, they allow anybody to contribute to any public project and get 

acknowledgement (We will demo this later)



Public contribution by “fork & pull”

o For any public project on Github or Bitbucket, you can make any 
changes you like, which means you don’t first need permissions to 
contribute your improvements/bug-fixes/ideas, etc.

o There are two mechanisms for doing this:

1. For trusted “collaborators” (via a shared repository and regular 
commit & push steps)

2. Joe public (via a different ‘fork & pull request’ approach)

You don’t have to beg for a permission (just submit a pull request) on 

GitHub or BitBucket and your changes with attribution will be in the 
project and its history once approved.



Sign up for free GitHub student pack

https://education.github.com/pack

GitHub student pack 

offers unlimited free 

public and private 

repositories,

along with other free 
benefits

https://education.github.com/pack


Steps to follow next

o Sign up for free GitHub student pack at 
https://education.github.com/benefits
(or sign up for a free account at https://github.com/join)

o Check the verification email to complete sign up

o Skip the hello-world tutorial

https://education.github.com/benefits
https://github.com/join


Create a new repository

o Log in with your github account to create a new repository of visit
https://github.com/new

o Name your repository as:
bioboot_demo_github

o Create the repository

https://github.com/new




Let’s push an existing repository

> cd ~/git_class

> git remote add origin
https://github.com/YourGitHubUserName/bioboot_demo_
github.git

> git push -u origin master

Tip: You can get the long URL in the second step from your GitHub page

You will be prompted for your 

username and password

https://github.com/YourGitHubUserName/bioboot_demo_github


Let’s push an existing repository

> cd ~/git_class

> git remote add origin
https://github.com/YourGitHubUserName/bioboot_demo_
github.git

> git push -u origin master

CONGRATULATIONS! 
You just pushed your local repo to GitHub!!

Check it out in your web browser

https://github.com/YourGitHubUserName/bioboot_demo_github




Let’s edit README online
o Specifically, let’s add some Markdown content



Let’s also edit locally..

> git pull
> mv README README.md
> git status
> git add README.md README
> git commit -m "Renamed README to README.md"
> git push

Check your remote repository. What happened and and why? 





Examine your commit history



Examine your commit history



Live demo
http://github.com/hyunminkang/bioboot-demo-2019

http://github.com/hyunminkang/bioboot_demo_2019


Summary: Collaboration via GitHub

o Using shared repository, you can collaboratively contribute to a repo
with others as a team.

o Using fork, pull requests, and code review, you can contribute to any 
public project even if you don’t have write access.
§ You first “fork” the repo you are interested in. This creates a completely 

separate copy of the repo by cloning it and adding a copy to YOUR GitHub 
account.

§ You then make your changes (in your forked repo) and submit a pull request 
back to the original repo.


